Valid Thru March 1, 2019
Oxygen-Pro Programmable Air Freshness System GUARANTEED TO
WORK
Oxy-Gen Powered is the only technology that guarantees the delivery of fragrance in the air
continuously, consistently and accurately for the entire duration of the cartridge life. This precise
technology is based on a fuel cell technology that is used in the pharmaceutical industry to deliver
drugs to human beings and animals. Oxy-Gen Powered technology is simple, reliable and
cost-effective. You can program the dispenser to work for 30, 60 or 90 days, and can select
different fragrance intensity levels. Fragrance odor control cartridges with Neutra-Lox odor
eliminator.
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NaceCare™ ETB1120 Twintec Scrubber
Very compact, easy to handle and maneuver. With its 20" cleaning path and 11 gallon tanks it can
clean in excess of 15,000 sq. ft./hr. Solution Capacity: 11 gal.; Recovery capacity: 11 gal. Brush
motor: 400W; Brush speed: 100 rpm. Pump type: solenoid; Batteries not included. LED control
panel continuously provides the operator with vacuum, water flow, brush pressure and battery
information. Its semi parabolic squeegee with gum rubber blades pivots from side to side providing
excellent water recovery even on turns. Special Offer
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Clausen Jet Clean Spot Remover
Stay Clean soil resistant technology. For spotting and the quick cleaning of entire carpets and
carpet areas that are not so dirty as to require deep cleaning. JetClean makes it a lot easier and
much faster to clean carpets that are only moderately dirty. Encapsulates soil, making it non-sticky
for removal by vacuum. Jet action of sprayer erases typical spots without rubbing. Use a wide,
coarse spray and brush it in to clean the entire carpet. A better cleaner, yet still meets nylon and
VOC requirements.
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MDI The "STITCH"
Heavy duty industrial wiper made from wood pulp & polyester, super-reinforced for brute strength
& durability. Machine washable for repeated use. White, Ultratex™. 13" x 17". Perfect for use in
healthcare, food preparation and other professional environments.
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NaceCare™ HX14 Upright Vacuum
Designed from the ground up to be reliable, versatile and yet cost effective. Extremely light and
easy to maneuver. 4:1 stretch hose. Vac motor: 1000 watt; Brush motor: 150 watt. Brush RPM:
4500; Capacity: 6.5 quart; Weight: 13 lbs. Noise level: 68 dBA; Power cord: 50'. This dual motor
boasts a 1000 watt vacuum motor providing 118" of water lift and 63 cfm of airflow. The brush roll
turns at 4500 rpm and the flat belt is designed to exceed 500 hours of use. Lays flat of floor to get
underneath bed and furniture. The 4 stage standard filtration helps improve indoor air quality and
the bag full indicator informs the operator when to change the bag. To protect the motor it will not
run without a bag.
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Odorite Better Yet! Neutral All Purpose Cleaner
A specially formulated no-rinse neutral cleaner with a pleasant citrus fragrance. Safe to use, and
works effectively in both hard and soft water. It contains no harsh alkalis, phosphates, or solvents.
It contains no abrasives. Contains nonionic surfactants, water soluble degreasing agents, water
softeners and buffering agents. It does an effective job of removing soil from coated floors without
affecting the finish. Use Better Yet! For damp mopping, general light to moderate duty cleaning
and removing heavy soils. Also recommended for automatic scrubbers. Can be used as an all
purpose cleaner in a variety of applications including spray bottles, wall washers, sponges, etc.
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Odorite Fabulous Multi-Use Cleaner
An all purpose, water based, cleaner/degreaser containing no phosphates. Pleasant lavender
fragrance. VOC compliant in all 50 states. Non-flammable, non-toxic, and biodegradable. A
completely safe, environmentally friendly, multi-purpose product that is safe on all surfaces not
harmed by water. Neutral formula will not harm metals, or damage wood, yet is strong enough to
clean heavy dirt, grease and grime, leaving a pleasant lavender fragrance. Contains special
wetting agents that provide deep penetration and cleaning power. Works equally well in an wide
variety of applications, from oil to grease to even printing inks.
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